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A company whose customer-driven philosophy and flexibility 
allows us to adapt to your needs at all times.

Macpherson Marine Surveyors, the company you should turn to 
first for all your Hull & Machinery services and P & I representation 
in southern Spain, including the ports of Algeciras, Cádiz, Seville, 
Málaga, Huelva & Motril; and for Cargo Surveys nationwide.

Macpherson’s are proud to have been a Lloyd’s Agent since 1864, 
originally in Cádiz and Algeciras but now for the whole of the 
South of Spain.

Who are we? Looking after 
your business
overseas



We provide excellent service in most matters which arise 
pertaining to maritime navigation. 

Cádiz has long been an important centre for H & M repairs, so 
we have acquired a great deal of experience dealing with 
Hull & Machinery losses.

As a company, our promise to you is that we will select the 
right profile of surveyor for your case and for the type of  
survey required, ensuring that the high quality service we 
provide is also cost-efficient. 

The detailed information you need will be sent in a timely 
manner starting from the moment you confirm our instructions:  
keeping you up to date with progress at all times; sending 
photos, preliminary and survey reports; and invoice approval 
information where required.

All services pertaining
to Hull & Machinery
repairs and maritime
navigation.

Representing
some of the main
P & I Clubs.

Experienced specialists in transport-related surveys, we carry  
out all types of cargo surveys and quality and quantity controls 
for all merchandise whether in bulk or containerised; finding 
the solutions best fitted for our clients’ needs whatever their 
interest in the cargo.

Our geographical reach includes all Spanish territories, using 
our own staff and a reliable and well-organised network of 
expert partners. Our offices are situated in Cádiz and Algeciras. 

Defending your interests 
relating to cargo between 
Shippers and Receivers. 

As correspondent for some of the principal P & I Clubs in the 
market,  we have acquired the sort of knowledge and experience 
which only comes with time and efficient working practices, 
but we don’t just confine ourselves to the usual correspondent’s 
activities, e.g. we offer made-to-measure solutions for vessels 
that need to unload their cargo. 

Whether the cargo or the vessel itself is the problem, we can 
organise emergency guarantees with our own funds. 
Depending on your requirements, we can also organise 
onward shipping or salvage auctioning of rejected merchandise. 

By amalgamating the vast range of possibilities in our port, 
we aim to ensure that no vessel remains inactive even a day  
more than is necessary.


